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PLURICANONICAL SYSTEMS FOR 3-FOLDS AND 4-FOLDS OF
GENERAL TYPE
LORENZO DI BIAGIO
Abstract. We explicitly find lower bounds on the volume of threefolds and
fourfolds of general type in order to have non-vanishing of pluricanonical sys-
tems and birationality of pluricanonical maps. In the case of threefolds of
large volume, we also give necessary and sufficient conditions for the fourth
canonical map to be birational.
1. Introduction
As it is well known, one of the guiding problems in algebraic geometry is to
classify all algebraic varieties up to birational equivalence. Hence it is natural to
study pluricanonical systems and the structure of the related pluricanonical maps,
especially for varieties of general type.
By the definition, if X is a complex projective smooth variety of general type
and dimension d then the plurigenera Pn = h
0(X,nKX) grow like n
d and |nKX |
is birational for n sufficiently large (meaning that the pluricanonical map φ|nKX | :
X 99K P(H0(X,nKX)) is birational onto its image). It is then legitimate to wonder
if it is possible to find an explicit number nd, potentially the minimal one, such
that nd does not depend on X (but only on d) and Pn 6= 0 or |nKX | is birational
for all n ≥ nd.
For curves and surfaces of general type results of this kind are already known
since a long time: by simple applications of Riemann-Roch theorem, for curves we
have that Pn 6= 0 as soon as n ≥ 1 and |nKX | is birational as soon as n ≥ 3; for
surfaces Bombieri proved in 1973 (see [4]) that Pn 6= 0 for n ≥ 2 and |nKX | is
birational for n ≥ 5.
For varieties of higher dimension recent advances have been made independently
by Hacon–McKernan (see [13]) and Takayama (see [20]) using ideas of Tsuji. They
proved that actually, and for every d, this nd exists, even if their methods do not
directly allow us to compute it. In the case of threefolds J.A. Chen and M. Chen
proved in [7] that Pn > 0 for every n ≥ 27 and that |nKX | is birational for all
n ≥ 73. But if one requires in addition that some invariant of X is big then it
is possible to have better effective statements. This is the content of an article of
G.T. Todorov (see [21]) who proved that if the volume of X is sufficiently large
then P2 6= 0 and |5KX | is birational. Note also that these results are optimal in the
sense that there exist threefolds of arbitrarily large volume with P1 = 0 and |4KX |
not birational.
In this work we develop a strategy to effectively study non-vanishing (and size)
of pluricanonical systems and birationality of pluricanonical maps for varieties of
general type of any dimension and large volume, also with respect to the genus of
the curves lying on the variety.
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As a matter of fact we succeed in improving Todorov’s results for threefolds
(also studying higher plurigenera and higher pluricanonical maps) and in finding
effective results even for fourfolds and, partially, for fivefolds.
We also manage to give characterizations for threefolds of general type with bi-
rational fourth pluricanonical map. We just need to assume that the volume is
sufficiently large: to the author’s knowledge this approach has never been consid-
ered before.
From this point on, we will give some details about the most significant results
that we obtain.
In the case of threefolds of general type we prove the following theorems:
Theorem 1.1. (see Theorem 3.1). Let X be a smooth projective threefold of general
type such that vol(X) > α3. If α ≥ 879 then h0(2KX) ≥ 1 and if α ≥ 432(n+1)−3
then h0((n+ 1)KX) ≥ n, for all n ≥ 2.
Theorem 1.2. (see Theorem 4.1). Let X be a smooth projective threefold of general
type such that vol(X) > α3. If α > 1917 3
√
2 then |lKX | gives a birational map for
every l ≥ 5.
In both cases we have much more precise estimates on α, depending on l and on
the genus of the curves lying on X . See Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 4.1, respectively.
We find analogous results also for fourfolds of general type. Using a lower bound
on the volume of threefolds of general type given by J.Chen and M.Chen (see [7])
we prove:
Theorem 1.3. (see Corollary 5.4). Let X be a smooth projective fourfold of general
type such that vol(X) > α4. If α ≥ 1709 then h0(X, (1 +m)KX) ≥ n for all n ≥ 1
and all m ≥ 191n.
Theorem 1.4. (see Corollary 5.7). Let X be a smooth projective fourfold of general
type such that vol(X) > α4. If α ≥ 2816 then |lKX | gives a birational map for every
l ≥ 817.
As before, we have more precise estimates on α, depending on the genus of the
curves lying on X . See Corollary 5.4 and Corollary 5.7, respectively.
In the case of varieties of general type of dimension d, when l is sufficiently
large, we also find functions α1(d, l), α2(d, l) such that if vol(X) > α1(d, l)
d then
either h0(lKX) 6= 0 or X is birational to a fibre space over a curve such that the
general fibre has small volume (see Theorem 5.8) and if vol(X) > α2(d, l)
d then
either |lKX | is birational or X is birational to a fibre space over a curve such that
the general fibre has small volume (see Theorem 5.9); both these functions depend
on the lower bounds of the volume of varieties of dimension equal or smaller than
d− 2, thus allowing us to find explicit results also in the case of fivefolds.
Another interesting question that arises naturally when dealing with threefolds
of general type is to study when |4KX | is birational. It is clear that |4KX | cannot
be birational if X is birationally equivalent to a fibration over a curve B such that
the general fibre is a minimal surface S with K2S = 1 and with geometric genus
= 2, since in this case |4KS | is not birational. In general the converse does not hold
(see Remark 4.7), but it turns out that it actually holds when the volume of X is
sufficiently large. We prove the following:
Theorem 1.5. (see Corollary 4.6). Let X be a smooth projective threefold of
general type such that vol(X) > α3. If α > 6141 3
√
2 then |4KX | does not give a
birational map if, and only if, X is birational to a fibre space X ′′, with f : X ′′ → B,
where B is a curve, such that the general fiber X ′′b is a smooth minimal surface of
general type with volume 1 and geometric genus pg = 2.
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Again, we have better estimates on α depending on the genus of the curves on
X : see Corollary 4.6.
We also prove some analogous results about the birationality of |3KX | and |2KX |,
but in this case we are bound to add some hypotheses (cf. Corollary 4.8 and 4.11,
respectively).
The birationality of |4KX | has already been analyzed also by Lee, Dong, M.Chen,
Zhang. Actually both Dong in [11] and Chen–Zhang in [8], requiring that the
geometric genus (rather than the volume) of X is sufficiently large (h0(KX) ≥ 7 for
Dong, h0(KX) ≥ 5 for Chen–Zhang), give characterizations for the birationality of
the fourth pluricanonical map. Note that the largeness of the geometric genus is
not implied by the largeness of the volume (see Remark 3.3).
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Notation. We will work over the field of complex numbers, C. A d-fold is a
variety of dimension d. We will usually deal with closed points of schemes, unless
otherwise specified.
Unless otherwise specified a divisor or a Q-divisor is meant to be Weil. A divisor
is called Q-Cartier if an integral multiple is a Cartier divisor. Of course when we
work on smooth varieties Weil and Cartier divisors coincide.
Let q ∈ Q: we write [q], {q} for the round-down and fractional part of q, respec-
tively. Recall that [q] is the greatest integer ≤ q and {q} = q − [q].
If X is a variety and D a Weil-Q-divisor on X , when writing D =
∑
i qiDi we
will assume that the Di’s are distinct prime divisors. Given the case, we also define
the round-down of D, [D], as [D] :=
∑
i[qi]Di.
A projective morphism f : X → Y is called an (algebraic) fibre space (according
to Mori) if X , Y are smooth projective varieties, f is surjective and f∗(OX) = OY .
Notice that, under this definition, f∗(OX) = OY is the same as requiring f to have
connected fibres.
2.2. Topological issues. In this section we will recall some basic definitions and
state some easy results of topological flavour that will be used in the proof of the
main theorems.
Definition 2.1. Let X be a variety. Let P ⊆ X . P is called very general if it is
the complement of a countable union of proper closed subvarieties of X . P is called
countably dense if it is not contained in the union of countably many proper closed
subvarieties of X .
As we will see in the following lemma, countable density is a property stronger
than Zariski-density but not as much constraining as being very general. If (very)
general sets will usually be the starting point of our analysis it is also true that
manipulating these sets leads us to face countably dense sets rather than other
(very) general sets. For example if we randomly decompose a very general set into
a finite (or countable) union of disjoint sets then we loose information about being
very general but we rest assured that at least one of the new sets is countably dense.
Lemma 2.2. Let X be a variety of dimension d ≥ 1 and let A,B,C ⊆ X.
(1) If A is countably dense then A is Zariski-dense.
(2) If A is very general then A is countably dense (and hence Zariski-dense).
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(3) If A is countably dense and B is very general, then A ∩ B is countably
dense.
(4) If A \ B ⊆ C, with A very general, then either B is countably dense or C
contains a very general subset of X.
If we have a family of points and divisors through them, then the countable
density of the set of points is the right property that allows us to extract a finite
number of divisors that are “unrelated”, in a certain sense:
Lemma 2.3. Let X be a variety of dimension ≥ 1 and A a countably dense subset
of X. Suppose that for all x ∈ A there exists a divisor Dx such that x ∈ Supp(Dx).
Then there exist x1, x2 ∈ A such that x1 6∈ Supp(Dx2) and x2 6∈ Supp(Dx1).
More generally, under the same hypotheses, for every n ∈ N there exist x1, . . . , xn ∈
A such that xi 6∈ Supp(Dxj ) for every i 6= j, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.
Proof. Take a countable, Zariski-dense set B ⊂ A. For all b ∈ B consider Db. V :=
A \ ∪b∈BSupp(Db) is non-empty (otherwise A ⊆ ∪b∈BSupp(Db), contradiction).
Let x1 ∈ V . Since B is Zariski-dense, Dx1 cannot pass through b for every b ∈ B.
Let x2 such that x2 6∈ Supp(Dx1) and we are done.
For the general case choose B1 := B as before. We define B2, . . . , Bn−1 induc-
tively: suppose we have already defined B2, . . . , Bi; since Vi := A \ ∪ik=1 ∪b∈Bk
Supp(Db) is still countably dense, and hence Zariski-dense, we can choose a count-
able Zariski-dense set Bi+1 ⊂ Vi. Now we define x1, . . . , xn inductively. Choose
a point xn ∈ Vn−1. Suppose we have already defined xn, xn−1, . . . , xi+1. Since Bi is
Zariski-dense, there exists a point xi such that it does not belong to ∪nk=i+1Supp(Dxk).
x1, . . . xn, defined in this way, respect the requirements on the associated divisors,
and we are done. 
Note that Zariski-density is not enough to obtain the same conclusion: for ex-
ample consider, on a curve, a countable infinity of points {x1, . . . , xn, . . .} and, for
every xn, the divisor Dn = x1 + . . .+ xn.
When we will study pluricanonical systems on a projective variety X it will be
clear that we can have better explicit results if we know that we do not need to deal
with curves of small volume (i.e. of small genus). That is why we give the following
Definition 2.4. Let X be a projective variety. Let g ∈ N+. Let
Ωg :=
⋃
C curve ⊆X,
g(C)<g
C
(where g(C) is the geometric genus of the (possibly singular) curve C). Then we
will say that X is g-countably dense if Ωg is countably dense, that is: Ωg is not
contained in the union of countably many proper closed subvarieties of X .
Remark 2.5. Clearly, if X is not g-countably dense then X is not g′-countably dense
for every g′ ≤ g. Moreover if X is not g-countably dense then, by definition, there
exists a very general subset Λ of X such that for every x ∈ Λ and every curve C
through x then g(C) ≥ g.
Remark 2.6. If X is of general type then there exists a very general subset Λ of X
such that every subvariety through any point of Λ is of general type. Hence such
an X is not 2-countably dense.
2.3. Volume and big divisors.
Definition 2.7. Let X be a variety of dimension d and let D be a Cartier integral
divisor. Then the volume of D, vol(D), is just lim supm→+∞
h0(X,mD)·d!
md
. This
limsup is actually a limit and the definition can be naturally extended to Q-Cartier
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divisors. The volume of a divisor does depend only on its numerical class. If X
is nonsingular and KX is its canonical bundle then vol(X) := vol(KX). Since
the volume of a divisor is a birational invariant then if X is singular take any
desingularization X ′ of X and set vol(X) := vol(X ′). If vol(D) > 0 then D is
called big. If KX is big then X is called a variety of general type. For all these
matters see [17, 2.2.C].
Thus the volume of an integral divisor measures the number of its sections, but
only asymptotically. Even so, one can hope (in certain cases) to obtain information
also about actual multiples of the divisor: the key point is to find a specific subva-
riety and then prove that the restriction map (for the given divisor) is surjective.
Both to produce the subvariety and to study the surjectivity of the restriction map,
one needs to use particular techniques, such as the Tie Breaking (see [15, Proposi-
tion 8.7.1] and [6, Theorem 3.7]) or Nadel’s vanishing theorem (see [18, Theorem
9.4.8]), that require the divisor to be ample (or big and nef). When the divisor is
not ample but only big then we can use local analogues: in fact a big divisor is
ample outside a closed subset. The following definitions and lemma will make this
clearer:
Definition 2.8. Let X be a variety, let D be a Q-Cartier divisor and let p ∈
N+ be such that pD is integral. The stable base locus of D is the algebraic set
B(D) =
⋂
m≥1Bs(|mpD|) (cf. [12, §1] or [17, Definition 2.1.20, Remark 2.1.24]).
Unfortunately these loci do not depend only on the numerical class of D. Nakamaye
then suggested to slightly perturb D: the augmented base locus of D is defined as
B+(D) = B(D − ǫA) for any ample A and sufficiently small ǫ ∈ Q. This definition
does not depend on A or on ǫ (provided it is sufficiently small). Moreover D is
big if and only if B+(D) is a proper closed subset of X (see [12, §1, in particular
Example 1.7]).
Lemma 2.9. Let X be a projective variety and D a big Q-Cartier divisor on X.
Take any norm ‖ · ‖ on N1(X)Q. Then there exists ǫ > 0 such that for every
ample Q-Cartier divisor A, ‖A‖ < ǫ, and for every x 6∈ B+(D) there is an effective
Q-Cartier divisor E such that x 6∈ Supp(E) and D ∼Q A+ E.
Proof. By [12, §1], [18, 10.3.2] and [17, 2.1.21], there exists m ∈ N such that mD,
mA are integral divisors and B+(D) = B(D − A) = Bs(|mD − mA|). Since x 6∈
B+(D) then there exists an effective divisor F ∈ |mD−mA| such that x 6∈ Supp(F ).
Set E := F/m. D ∼Q A+ E and we are done. 
Remark 2.10. We could have chosen E to skip n points not in B+(D).
2.4. Multiplier ideals and singularities of pairs. First of all we recall some
standard definitions:
Definition 2.11. (see [18, 9.1.10, 9.3.55] and [16, 0.4]). A pair (X,∆) consists of
a normal variety X and a Q-divisor ∆ such that KX +∆ is a Q-Cartier Q-divisor.
The pair (X,∆) is said to be effective if ∆ is effective. A projective birational
morphism µ : X ′ → X is said to be a log resolution of the pair (X,∆) if X ′ is
smooth, Exc(µ) is a divisor and µ−1(Supp(∆)) ∪ Exc(µ) is a divisor with simple
normal crossing support.
Definition 2.12. (see [18, §9.2.A]). Let X be a smooth variety and let D be
a Q-divisor on X . The multiplier ideal sheaf J (D) = J (X,D) is defined in
the following way: fix any log resolution µ : X ′ → X of (X,D); then J (D) :=
µ∗OX′
(
KX′/X − [µ∗D]
)
.
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Definition 2.13. Let (X,∆) be a pair and µ : X ′ → X be a log resolution of the
pair. We can canonically write KX′ − µ∗(KX + ∆) ≡
∑
a(E)E, where the sum
is taken over all prime divisors E. Given x ∈ X , (X,∆) is said to be klt at x or
kawamata log terminal at x (respectively: lc at x or log canonical at x) if for every
E such that x ∈ µ(E) we have that a(E) > −1 (resp.: a(E) ≥ −1). (X,∆) is klt
or kawamata log terminal (respectively: lc or log canonical) if it is klt (resp.: lc) at
x for every x ∈ X . We say that a subvariety V ⊂ X is a lc centre or log canonical
centre for the pair (X,∆) if it is the image, through a certain µ, of a divisor E
such that a(E) ≤ −1. The valuation corresponding to this divisor is called a log
canonical place. A log canonical centre V is pure if it is log canonical at the generic
point of V . A log canonical centre V is exceptional if it is pure and there is a
unique log canonical place lying over the generic point of V . We will denote by
LLC(X,∆, x) the set of all lc centres that pass through x.
If (X,D) is effective and X is smooth, then we can use equivalent definitions for
klt and lc: (X,D) is klt if J (X,D) = OX ; (X,D) is lc if J (X, (1− ǫ)D) = OX for
all 0 < ǫ < 1. Analogously for the local statements. This justifies the following:
Definition 2.14. Let (X,D) be an effective pair, with X smooth and let x ∈
X . The log canonical threshold at x, lct(D, x) = lct(X,D, x), is just inf{c >
0|J (X, cD)x ( OX,x}. We will denote by Nklt(X,D) the non-klt locus for (X,D),
i.e. Supp(OX/J (X,D)) ⊂ X with the reduced structure.
Log canonical centres will be our main tool to produce subvarieties from which
it is possible to pull back forms. Log canonical centres, in our case, are quite well
behaved from this point of view: they can be made exceptional (using the Tie
Breaking method) and their dimension can be cut down (see the original work by
Angehrn–Siu in [1] and also [13, Theorem 4.1], [20, §5], [18, Proposition 10.4.10]).
The following lemma about log canonical centres of codimension 1 will be needed
later:
Lemma 2.15. Let (X,∆) be a pair, ∆ =
∑s
i=1 di∆i with ∆i prime divisors and
di ∈ Q. If W is a lc centre for (X,∆) of codimension 1 then there exists i ∈
{1, . . . , s} such that W = ∆i and di ≥ 1. If moreover W is pure then di = 1.
Proof. By definition of lc centre, there exists µ : X ′ → X a log resolution of
(X,∆) and a prime divisor E ⊂ X ′ such that µ(E) = W and of discrepancy
a(E,X,∆) ≤ −1. Since the codimension of W is 1 then E cannot be exceptional
for µ, hence (cf. [18, 9.3G, footnote 14] or [16, 2.25-2.26]) E is a strict transform of
one of the ∆′is, i.e ∃i such that W = µ(E) = ∆i and a(E,X,∆) = −di ⇒ di ≥ 1.
If moreoverW is pure, i.e. it is lc at the generic point ofW , then, since µ(E) =W
actually contains the generic point of W , −di = a(E,X,∆) ≥ −1⇒ di = 1. 
2.5. Some techniques. In this section we list some of the techniques that will be
involved later. Most of them are already well-known but since they are needed in
more particular settings sometimes we include also proofs.
First of all we state the classical Tie Breaking theorem, but in its local version,
using big divisors to perturb the log canonical centre, instead of ample ones. Check
also [15, Proposition 8.7.1] and [6, Theorem 3.7].
Lemma 2.16 (local Tie Breaking with a big divisor). (cf. [21, Lemma 2.6]) Let
X be a complex smooth projective variety and ∆ an effective Q-divisor and assume
that (X,∆) is lc but not klt at some point x ∈ X. Then:
a. If W1,W2 ∈ LLC(X,∆, x) and W is an irreducible component of W1 ∩ W2
containing x, then W ∈ LLC(X,∆, x).
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b. By the item before, LLC(X,∆, x) has a unique minimal irreducible element, say
V .
c. If L is a big divisor and x 6∈ B+(L) then there exist a positive rational number a
and an effective Q-divisor M such that M ∼Q L and such that for all 0 < ǫ≪ 1,
(X, (1− ǫ)∆ + ǫaM) is lc at x and LLC(X, (1− ǫ)∆ + ǫaM, x) = {V }.
d. If ∆ is big, x 6∈ B+(∆) and ∆ ∼ λD with λ < c, λ ∈ Q+ and D a Q-divisor,
then there exists an effective Q-divisor ∆′ such that (X,∆′) is lc, not klt at x,
LLC(X,∆′, x) = {V } and ∆′ ∼ λ′D with λ′ < c, λ′ ∈ Q+.
e. In every case, we can also assume that there is a unique place lying above V ,
locally at x.
The next lemma, due to Hacon–McKernan (cf. [13, Lemma 2.6]), essentially
explains how to pull back sections from log canonical centres when we already
know that these centres have dimension 0. The main ingredient is Nadel’s Vanishing
theorem, that, under particular conditions, assures the surjectivity of the restriction
map. When dealing with more that one point, this lemma will be applied together
with Lemma 2.3.
Lemma 2.17. Let X be a smooth projective variety and D a big and integral divisor
on X. Let x, y 6∈ B+(D). Assume that there exists an effective Q-divisor ∆x ∼Q
λxD with λx ∈ Q+ and such that LLC(X,∆x, x) = {{x}}. Then for every m ∈ N+
such that m > [λx], h
0(OX(KX + mD)) > 0. If moreover there exists another
effective Q-divisor ∆y ∼Q λyD with λy ∈ Q+, such that LLC(X,∆y, y) = {{y}}
and such that x 6∈ Supp(∆y) and y 6∈ Supp(∆x), then for every m ∈ N+ such that
m > [λx + λy ], h
0(OX(KX +mD)) ≥ 2.
More generally, let x1, . . . , xn 6∈ B+(D). If for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n there exists an
effective Q-divisor ∆i ∼Q λiD with λi ∈ Q+, such that LLC(X,∆i, xi) = {xi} and
such that xi 6∈ ∪j 6=iSupp(∆j) then for every m ∈ N+ such that m > [
∑n
i=1 λi],
h0(OX(KX +mD)) ≥ n.
Proof. Since x 6∈ B+(D), by Lemma 2.9 there exist an ample Q-divisor Ax of
sufficiently small norm and an effective Q-divisor Ex such that D ∼Q Ax +Ex and
x 6∈ Supp(Ex). Let us consider the multiplier ideal associated to ∆x, J (∆x). Let
us notice that, by the hypothesis that {x} is an isolated lc-centre at x, there exists
an open neighbourhood Ux of x such that J (∆x)x ( OX,x but J (∆x)z = OX,z for
all z ∈ Ux − {x}.
Let Bx be the Q-divisor ∆x + (m− λx)Ex. Since x 6∈ Supp(Ex) we can say that
J (Bx)x ( OX,x and J (Bx)z = OX,z for every z ∈ U ′x := Ux ∩ (X − Supp(Ex)),
that is: the set of zeroes Z(J (Bx)) has x as an isolated point.
Let us consider the following exact sequence:
0→ J (Bx)→ OX → OZ(J (Bx)) → 0
Tensoring it by OX(KX +mD) we obtain:
0→ J (Bx)⊗OX(KX+mD)→ OX(KX+mD)→ OZ(J (Bx))⊗OX(KX+mD)→ 0
x is an isolated point in Z(J (Bx)) so we have h0(OZ(J (Bx))⊗OX(KX+mD)) > 0.
Let us notice that since m is an integer greater than [λx] then m > λx, hence
mD −Bx ∼Q (m− λx)Ax is big and nef. Therefore we can apply Nadel’s theorem
(cf. [18, Theorem 9.4.8]) to conclude that H1(OX(KX +mD) ⊗ J (Bx)) = 0 and
thus the first part of the lemma is proved.
Since x, y 6∈ B+(D) then, by Remark 2.10, there exist an ample Q-divisor A
of sufficiently small norm and an effective Q-divisor E such that D ∼Q A + E
and x, y 6∈ Supp(E). Let B be the Q-divisor ∆x + (m − λx − λy)E + ∆y. Since
x, y 6∈ Supp(E), x 6∈ Supp(∆y), y 6∈ Supp(∆x), we can conclude that Z(J (B)) has
x, y as two isolated points.
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Let us consider the following exact sequence:
0→ J (B)⊗OX(KX +mD)→ OX(KX +mD)→ OZ(J (B))⊗OX(KX +mD)→ 0
x, y are isolated points in Z(J (B)) so we have h0(OZ(J (B))⊗OX(KX +mD)) ≥ 2
and since mD − B ∼Q (m − λx − λy)A we have that mD − B is big and nef (by
hypothesis λx + λy < m). Therefore we can conclude as before, simply applying
Nadel’s theorem.
The general case in analogous. 
As we have already said, we will use log canonical centres to pull back sections
of multiples of the canonical divisor. Unluckily this is not easy to do, unless the
lc centres are points. Unfortunately when the volume is low, cutting down the
dimension of lc centres does not allow us to have information about small multiple
of the canonical divisor. That is why Todorov in [21], using ideas of McKernan (see
[19]) has developed another strategy in the case of threefold, that is to produce a
morphism from the threefold to a curve. The next proposition shows how to create
sections in this way:
Proposition 2.18. Let X be a smooth projective threefold of general type. Sup-
pose that there exist a smooth projective curve B and a dominant morphism with
connected fibres f : X → B such that the general fibre Xb is a minimal, smooth
surface of general type. Moreover suppose there exist λ ∈ Q+ and, for a general
b ∈ B, an effective Q-divisor Db on X such that Db ∼Q λKX and such that Xb is
a lc centre for (X,Db). Suppose also that, for general b, there exists β ∈ Q+ such
that vol(Xb) ≤ β2. Then, given b1, . . . , bk general points on B, the restriction map
gives a surjection
H0(OX((n+ 1)KX)→ H0(OXb1 ((n+ 1)KXb1 ))⊕ . . .⊕H0(OXbk ((n+ 1)KXbk ))
as long as λk(4(n+ 1)[β2]− 1) < 1 and n > λk.
Proof. By Kawamata’s theorem A (cf. [14], taking S = {pt}) for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k
and every positive integer m the restriction maps H0(OX(m(KX + Xbi))) →
H0(OXbi (mKXbi )) are surjective. Since for every i we have an injectionH0(OX(m(KX+
Xbi))) →֒ H0(OX(m(KX+Xb1+. . .+Xbk))), then the restriction mapsH0(OX(m(KX+
Xb1 + . . .+Xbk)))→ H0(OXbi (mKXbi )) are surjective. Since Xbi are minimal sur-
faces of general type then, by [4] for m large enough (namely m ≥ 4) |mKXbi | is
base point free, hence a general G ∈ |m(KX + Xb1 + . . . + Xbk)| is such that for
every i, G|Xbi is a general divisor in the base-point-free linear system |mKXbi |.
Since KX is big then KX = A + E where A is an ample Q-divisor and E an
effective Q-divisor.
Let now b′ be a general point on B, m be a sufficiently large integer, G a general
divisor in |m(KX + Xb1 + . . . + Xbk)|, ǫ a rational number, 0 < ǫ ≪ 1. Let
h :=: hn,k :=
k(n+1)−ǫk
λk+1 , j :=: jn,k := −hn,k, i :=: in,k := −1 +
hn,k
k , and consider
the Q-divisor F :=: Fn,k := hDb′ + imG+ jXb′ + ǫE. For ǫ sufficiently small h > 0.
Since Xb′ is an exceptional log canonical centre of Db′ then Db′ = Xb′+ other
surfaces. Therefore if i ≥ 0 then F is an effective divisor: in order to have i ≥ 0 it
is enough to ask that n > λk.
Moreover, by the choices of h, i, j, we have that nKX−(Xb1+. . .+Xbk)−F ≡ ǫA.
Start with the following short exact sequence:
0→ OX(−(Xb1 + . . .+Xbk))→ OX → OXb1 ⊕ . . .⊕OXbk → 0
After tensoring it by OX((n+ 1)KX) we have the following exact sequence (see
[10, Remark 1.39]):
0→ OX((n+ 1)KX − (Xb1 + . . .+Xbk))⊗ J (F )→ OX((n+ 1)KX)⊗ J (F )→
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→ OXb1 ((n+ 1)KXb1 )⊗ J (F )Xb1 ⊕ . . .⊕OXbk ((n+ 1)KXbk )⊗ J (F )Xbk → 0
By Nadel’s vanishing theorem (see [18, 9.4.8]), H1(OX((n + 1)KX − (Xb1 +
. . . + Xbk)) ⊗ J (F )) = 0. Moreover, since F is effective, J (F ) ⊆ OX , hence
OX((n + 1)KX) ⊗ J (F ) ⊆ OX((n + 1)KX). Therefore to prove the theorem it is
now sufficient only to prove that, under the hypotheses, J (F )Xbi is trivial for every
i.
To ease the notation, let b = bi. Since Xb * Supp(F ), we have that J (F )Xb ⊇
J (F |Xb), therefore we have to prove only that J (F |Xb ) is trivial. Set ∆ := Db′ |Xb
and Γ := E|Xb . ∆ and Γ are effective divisors, with ∆ ∼Q λKXb . F |Xb = h∆ +
i
mG|Xb + ǫΓ. Since m is large enough and G|Xb is a general divisor in the base-
point-free linear system |mKXb |, then, by Kollar–Bertini (see [18, 9.2.29]), J (h∆+
i
mG|Xb + ǫΓ) = J (h∆ + ǫΓ). But, by [18, Proposition 9.2.32.i], J (h∆ + ǫΓ) ⊇
J (h∆+ ǫkλk+1∆+ ǫΓ) = J (k(n+1)λk+1 ∆+ ǫΓ) = J (k(n+1)λk+1 ∆), where the last equality
is due to [18, Example 9.2.30]. Set h′ :=: h′n,k =
k(n+1)
λk+1 . Now for every x ∈ ∆,
pick a curve C ⊂ Xb passing through x that is a component of a divisor in |4KXb |
but it is not a component of ∆ (cf. [21, proof of claim 1]). Then multx(h
′∆) =
h′multx(∆) ≤ h′∆.C. Since ∆ ∼Q λKXb is nef (Xb is minimal and of general type)
then h′∆.C ≤ 4h′∆.KXb = 4h′λK2Xb . If multx(h′∆) < 1 for all x ∈ ∆ then J (h′∆)
is trivial, as wanted (cf. [18, Proposition 9.5.13]). Therefore we need only to impose
4λh′K2Xb < 1. By hypothesis, and since vol(Xb) is an integer, it is enough to ask
that λk(4(n+ 1)[β2]− 1) < 1. 
3. Plurigenera for 3-folds of general type
Theorem 3.1. Let X be a smooth projective threefold of general type such that
vol(X) > α3. If α ≥ 879 then h0(2KX) ≥ 1 and if α ≥ 432(n + 1) − 3 then
h0((n + 1)KX) ≥ n, for all n ≥ 2. More generally, if X is not g-countably dense
and if g, n, α are as in Table 1 or, in the other cases, α ≥ 48(n + 1) − 3, then
h0((n + 1)KX) ≥ n, for all n ≥ 1. Moreover, under the same bounds on α and g
given by the case n = 1, we have that h0(lKX) ≥ 1 for all l ≥ 2.
Table 1.
g n α g n α
2 1 ≥ 879 10 1, . . . , 304 ≥ 60(n+ 1)− 3
≥ 2 ≥ 432(n+ 1)− 3 305, . . . , 381 ≥ 18354
3 ≥ 1 ≥ 132(n+ 1)− 3 11 1, . . . , 8 ≥ 60(n+ 1)− 3
4 1, . . . , 6 ≥ 96(n+ 1)− 3 9, 10 ≥ 550
7 ≥ 714 12 1, . . . , 4 ≥ 60(n+ 1)− 3
≥ 8 ≥ 84(n+ 1)− 3 5 ≥ 306
5 1 ≥ 165 13 1, 2 ≥ 60(n+ 1)− 3
2 ≥ 242 3 ≥ 223
≥ 3 ≥ 72(n+ 1)− 3 14 1, 2 ≥ 60(n+ 1)− 3
6 1, . . . , 43 ≥ 72(n+ 1)− 3 15 1 ≥ 117
44, . . . , 52 ≥ 3234 2 ≥ 156
≥ 53 ≥ 60(n+ 1)− 3 16, 17, 18 1 ≥ 117
7 1 ≥ 141 19 1 ≥ 111
2 ≥ 184 20 1 ≥ 105
≥ 3 ≥ 60(n+ 1)− 3 21 1 ≥ 101
8, 9 ≥ 1 ≥ 60(n+ 1)− 3 22 1 ≥ 97
Remark 3.2. This improves [21, Theorem 1.1].
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Proof. We will follow [21] very closely. Since we need to obtain explicit numbers
from an asymptotic measure (the volume) the idea is to use the hypothesis about the
volume to produce singular divisors and, in this way, log canonical centres. Then
we would like to pull back sections from the log canonical centres, using Nadel’s
vanishing theorem. Unfortunately we do not have information about sections of
systems of divisors on lc centres, unless lc centres are points: thus we need a
technique by Hacon–McKernan to cut down the dimension of the lc centres. But
when lc centres have codimension 1 and small volume this cutting-down process
does not lead to have a bicanonical section: therefore Todorov’s idea is to apply, in
this case, a theorem of McKernan about family of tigers and so produce a fibration
of X onto a curve and then, from this fibration, produce bicanonical sections (cf.
Proposition 2.18).
By Remark 2.6 X is at least not 2-countably dense, hence g ≥ 2. Furthermore,
since X is not g-countably dense then by Remark 2.5 there exists a very general
subset Λ such that every curve passing through any point of Λ has geometric genus
≥ g. Let X0 be the intersection between Λ and the complement of the union of all
subvarieties of X not of general type and B+(KX). X0 is a very general subset of
X , hence countably dense.
Since vol(KX) > α
3, by [21, 2.2], for every x ∈ X and every k ≫ 0 there exists
a divisor Ax ∈ |kKX | with multx(Ax) > kα. Let ∆′x := Ax λ
′
x
k , with λ
′
x <
3
α ,
λ′x ∈ Q+, but close enough to 3α so that multx(∆′x) > 3. Note that ∆′x ∼ λ′xKX .
Let sx := lct(X,∆
′
x, x). By [18, 9.3.2 and 9.3.12], sx < 1 . Moreover, by [18, 9.3.16],
sx ∈ Q+. Therefore, without loss of generality, we can suppose that (X,∆′x) is lc,
not klt in x.
By Lemma 2.16, d., for every x ∈ X0 there exists an effective Q-divisor Dx ∼
λxKX , with λx <
3
α , λx ∈ Q+, such that (X,Dx) is lc, not klt in x and LLC(X,Dx, x) =
{Vx}, where Vx is the unique minimal irreducible element of LLC(X,∆′x, x). More-
over we can also assume that Vx is an exceptional lc centre.
Fix β ∈ Q+. Set
Y0 := {x ∈ X0 s.t. dim(Vx) = 0},
Y1 := {x ∈ X0 s.t. dim(Vx) = 1},
Y2,a := {x ∈ X0 s.t. dim(Vx) = 2 and vol(KVx) > β2},
Y2,b := {x ∈ X0 s.t. dim(Vx) = 2 and vol(KVx) ≤ β2}.
Since X0 is countably dense then at least one between Y0, Y1, Y2,a and Y2,b is
countably dense. We will therefore analyze these cases.
First of all, let us assume that Y0 is countably dense. For every x ∈ Y0 we have
that Vx = {x}, in fact dim(Vx) = 0 and Vx is irreducible. x ∈ Supp(Dx). Therefore
we can apply Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 2.17 (with m = n) to conclude that for every
n ≥ 1, as soon as
(1) λx <
3
α
≤ 1⇔ α ≥ 3,
h0(KX + nKX) = h
0((n+ 1)KX) ≥ n.
Let us now consider the case Y1 countably dense. We wish to apply [13, Theorem
4.1] to cut down the dimension of the lc centers. For every x ∈ Y1 consider Vx and
a resolution fx : Wx → Vx. As we have already seen, Vx is an exceptional lc
centre of (X,Dx). Since x ∈ X0, Vx, and hence Wx, are of general type and Vx
is not contained in the augmented base locus of KX . Moreover g(Wx) ≥ g ≥ 2.
Let Ux be the very general subset of Vx defined as in [13, Theorem 4.1]. Set
U ′x := Ux∩X0. U ′x is still a very general and non-empty subset of Vx. We also have
that vol(Wx) ≥ 2g − 2. Let ǫ ≪ 1, ǫ ∈ Q+. Then vol(Wx) > 2g − 2− ǫ. Set t1 :=
1/(2g−2− ǫ): vol(t1KWx) > 1. For every y ∈ U ′x let us consider y′ ∈ f−1x (y) ⊂Wx.
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Since y′ is a smooth point, by [21, 2.2] and [18, 9.3.2], there exists Θy′ ∼ t1KWx
such that (Wx,Θy′) is not klt in y
′. As before, since lct(Wx,Θy′ , y′) < 1, we can
suppose that (Wx,Θy′) is lc, not klt in y
′ and Θy′ ∼ µy′KWx with µy′ ∈ Q+
and µy′ ≤ 1/(2g − 2 − ǫ). Since Wx is a curve and lc centres are irreducible,
LLC(Wx,Θy′ , y
′) = {y′}. We can now apply [13, Theorem 4.1], since fx(y′) = y ∈
U ′x and {y′} is a pure lc centre: for every δ ∈ Q+, there exists a divisorD′y such that
{y} is an exceptional lc centre for (X,D′y) and D′y ∼ ((λx+1)(µy′ +1)− 1+ δ)KX .
Let us notice that since {y} is an exceptional lc centre then LLC(X,D′y, y) = {y}.
At the end we have the following situation: for every point z ∈ ∪x∈Y1U ′x there
exists a Q-divisor D′z such that LLC(X,D
′
z, z) = {z} and such that D′z ∼ ((λz +
1)(µz + 1) − 1 + δ)KX , with λz < 3α and µz ≤ 1/(2g − 2 − ǫ). Let us prove
that ∪x∈Y1U ′x is still a countably dense subset of X : if ∪x∈Y1U ′x ⊆ ∪i∈NZi, where
Zi are closed proper subset of X , then, for every x ∈ Y1, U ′x ⊆ ∪i∈NZi, hence
U ′x ⊆ (∪i∈NZi)∩Vx = ∪i∈N(Zi∩Vx). But U ′x is very general in Vx, hence countably
dense. Therefore for every x ∈ Y1 there exists i ∈ N such that Zi ⊇ Vx ∋ x, i.e.
Y1 ⊆ ∪i∈NZi, but this is a contradiction.
We can now apply Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 2.17 (with m = n) to conclude that
for every n ≥ 1 if
(2)
(
3
α
+ 1
)
(1 + 1/(2g − 2− ǫ))− 1 + δ ≤ 1⇔ α ≥ 6g − 3− 3ǫ
(2g − 2− ǫ)(1 − δ)− 1
(we are considering ǫ, δ very small) then h0((n+ 1)KX) ≥ n.
Let us now suppose that Y2,a is countably dense. Again, we want to apply
[13, Theorem 4.1]. As before, for every x ∈ Y2,a we have Vx, a resolution fx :
Wx → Vx and Ux the very general subset of Vx defined as in [13, Theorem 4.1].
As before, consider U ′x := Ux ∩ X0. U ′x is still a very general and non-empty
subset of Vx. For every y ∈ U ′x consider y′ ∈ f−1x (y). Since vol(Vx) > β2 then
vol(Wx) = vol(Vx) > β
2. Set t1 = 2/β. Then vol(t1KWx) > 2
2. Hence there exists
Θy′ ∼ t1KWx such that (Wx,Θy′) is not klt in y′. Since lct(Wx,Θy′ , y′) < 1, we
can suppose that (Wx,Θy′) is lc, not klt in y
′ and Θy′ ∼ µy′KWx with µy′ ∈ Q+
and µy′ < 2/β. Therefore there exists a pure lc centre W
′
y′ ∈ LLC(Wx,Θy′, y′).
Set V ′y := fx(W
′
y′) ∋ y. By [13, Theorem 4.1], for every δ ∈ Q+ there exists a
Q-divisor D′y such that V
′
y is an exceptional lc centre and such that D
′
y ∼ ((λx +
1)(µy′ + 1) − 1 + δ)KX . Recall that λx < 3α and µy′ < 2β . Consider J0 :={
y ∈ ∪x∈Y2,aU ′x s.t. dim(V ′y) = 0
}
and J1 :=
{
y ∈ ∪x∈Y2,aU ′x s.t. dim(V ′y) = 1
}
.
Note that if V ′y is a point, i.e. V
′
y = {y}, then LLC(X,D′y, y) = {y}, while if V ′y is a
curve then it is of general type because it passes through y ∈ X0. Since ∪x∈Y2,aU ′x
is countably dense in X , then either J0 or J1 is countably dense.
If J0 is countably dense then we can apply Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 2.17 (with
m = n) to conclude that, assuming ǫ, δ very small and
(3) β >
2
1− δ ,
for every n ≥ 1 if
(4)
(
3
α
+ 1
)
(1 + 2/β)− 1 + δ ≤ 1⇔ α ≥ 3β + 6
β(1 − δ)− 2
then h0((n + 1)KX) ≥ n. If J1 is countably dense then we can argue exactly in
the same way as we did before for Y1 countably dense: simply re-read the proof
substituting Y1 with J1 and λx with (λx + 1)(µy′ + 1) − 1 + δ. We can conclude
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that, assuming ǫ, δ very small and
(5) β >
2
(2− δ)
(
2g−2−ǫ
2g−1−ǫ
)
− 1− δ
,
for every n ≥ 1 if
(((
3
α
+ 1
)(
2
β
+ 1
)
− 1 + δ
)
+ 1
)(
1 +
1
2g − 2− ǫ
)
− 1 + δ ≤ 1⇔(6)
⇔ α ≥ 3β + 6
β
(
(2− δ)
(
2g−2−ǫ
2g−1−ǫ
)
− 1− δ
)
− 2
(7)
then h0((n+ 1)KX) ≥ n.
Let us now suppose that Y2,b is countably dense. Recall that for every x ∈ Y2,b
we have a divisor Dx ∼ λxKX such that Vx = LLC(X,Dx, x) is an exceptional log
canonical centre and dim(Vx) = 2. Since if we decompose a countably dense set as
a countable union of subsets then at least one of the subsets is countably dense, we
can suppose that λx = λ for a fixed λ ∈ Q+. Recall that λ < 3α . By [19, Lemma
3.2], [21, Lemma 3.2], we are in the following situation:
X ′
π
//
f

X
B
where X ′, B are normal projective varieties, f is a dominant morphism with con-
nected fibres, π is a dominant and generically finite morphism and the image under
π of a general fibre of f is Vx. Arguing exactly as in [21] we can suppose that there
exists a proper closed subset X1 ⊂ X such that for all x 6∈ X1, Dx is smooth at
x. Either π is birational or the inverse image of a general x ∈ X \X1 under π is
contained in at least two different fibres of f . In the latter case we can apply [21,
Lemma 3.3] and Lemma 2.16, d., e., to conclude that there exists a countably dense
set Y := Y2,b∩(X \X1) such that for all y ∈ Y there exists a divisor Sy ∼ k(2λKX)
( 0 < k ≤ 1, λ < 3α ) such that LLC(Sy, y) = {Cy}, where Cy is an irreducible
variety of dimension at most 1. Therefore, as in the case of Y0 and Y1, we can
apply Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 2.17 (with m = n) to conclude that for every n ≥ 1,
if 2λk < 6α ≤ 1, that is
(8) α ≥ 6
and
(9)
(
6
α
+ 1
)
(1 + 1/(2g − 2− ǫ))− 1 + δ ≤ 1⇔ α ≥ 12g − 6− 6ǫ
(2g − 2− ǫ)(1 − δ)− 1
(we are considering ǫ, δ very small) then h0((n+ 1)KX) ≥ n.
We can now suppose that π is birational. Again arguing as in [21], we can
suppose X ′ = X and that the general fibre of f over a point b ∈ B, Xb, is minimal
and smooth (and of general type). Moreover for every b ∈ B there exists a divisor
Db ∼ λKX for which we have J (Db) ⊂ OX(−Xb) (since the fibre is an exceptional
lc centre for (X,Db)). Hence we are exactly in the situation of Proposition 2.18:
setting k = 1, we know that if λ(4(n + 1)[β2] − 1) < 1 and n > λ then there is
a surjection H0(X,OX((n + 1)KX)) → H0(Xb,OXb((n + 1)KXb)) and thus the
theorem is proved, because, by [2, VII.5.4], h0(Xb,OXb((n + 1)KXb)) ≥ n. Since
λ < 3α then the numerical conditions are satisfied as long as
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(10) α ≥ 12(n+ 1)[β2]− 3
(11) α ≥ 3
n
It is now time to put everything together, that is to find the best possible value
for β such that we have the lowest inferior bound for α.
Set b := 2g−32g−1 . Note that (5) implies (3) and that β >
2
b =
4g−2
2g−3 implies (5).
Moreover (9) ⇒ (2) ⇒ (1) ⇒ (11), (9) ⇒ (8) and (7) ⇒ (4). Besides (7) ⇒ (9)
if β < 12g−102g−3 . Therefore we are left to consider only the conditions (7) and (10).
Set β′ :=
1+
√
1+ b(b+1)
4(n+1)
b and, finally, choose β :=
√
[β′2] + 1− ǫ′ with 0 < ǫ′ ≪ 1
and such that β ∈ Q. In this way β > β′ > 2b = 4g−22g−3 , [β2] = [β′2] and, actually,
[β2] = 4 for every n ≥ 1 as soon as g ≥ 19.
Since (7) does not depend on n, for n sufficiently large (10) ⇒ (7). Moreover,
with that choice of β and with g sufficiently large (namely g ≥ 23), we have that
(10) ⇒ (7) for every n. Therefore in general (10) ⇒ (7), except for the following
finite number of couples (g, n):
g = 2, n = 1; g = 4, n = 7; g = 5, n = 2; g = 6, 44 ≤ n ≤ 52; g = 7, n = 2;
g = 10, 305 ≤ n ≤ 381; g = 11, n = 9, 10; g = 12, n = 5; g = 13, n = 3;
g = 15, n = 2; 19 ≤ g ≤ 22, n = 1.
The theorem now follows by simple computations.
For the last statement just notice that if we go back over the above proof but
using Lemma 2.17 with n = 1 and m = 2 (instead of n = 1 and m = 1) then
we can conclude that h0(3KX) > 0 when g = 2, α ≥ 141, or g = 3, α ≥ 69, or
g = 4, α ≥ 47, or g ≥ 5, α ≥ 33. Therefore, for n = 1, if g, α are as in the
hypotheses of the theorem then not only h0(2KX) > 0 but also h
0(3KX) > 0 so,
in these cases, we can say that h0(lKX) ≥ 1 for every l ≥ 2.

Remark 3.3. There are examples of smooth threefolds X with arbitrarily large
volume but h0(KX) = 0: in fact just choose a smooth surface of general type S
with H0(KS) = 0, for example a numerical Godeaux surface (see [2, VII, 10.1]) and
a smooth curve C of genus g. Then set X := S × C: vol(X) = 3vol(C)vol(S) =
3(2g − 2)vol(S) −−−−−→
g→+∞ +∞, but by Kunneth’s formula H
0(KX) ∼= H0(KS) ⊗
H0(KC) = 0.
4. Birationality of pluricanonical maps for threefolds of general
type
In order to have effective estimates on which pluricanonical system determines a
birational map, by generic smoothness it suffices to understand when pluricanonical
systems separate very general points. Since we now need to keep track of two points
and not only one, in this case to have the best results we cannot argue exactly in
the same way as before (that is, applying [13, Theorem 4.1]).
Therefore, following [21], we will use a slightly different technique by Takayama
to inductively lower the dimension of lc centers on a birational modification of the
original variety.
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Theorem 4.1. Let X be a smooth, not g-countably dense, projective threefold of
general type and such that vol(X) > α3. Let l ∈ N, l ≥ 5. Let
f(l, g) := 3
3
√
2
(
4l
[
32g2
((g(l − 1)− (l + 1))2
]
− 1
)
.
If l, g, α are as in Table 2 or, in the other cases,
α >
3 3
√
2g(1 + 2
√
2)
g(l − 1)− (l + 1)− 4√2g
then |lKX | gives a birational map.
Table 2.
l g α l g α
5 6= 9 > f(l, g) 9 ≤ 4 > f(l, g)
9 118 3
√
2 10 ≤ 3 > f(l, g)
6 6= 8 > f(l, g) 11 2 > f(l, g) = 261 3√2
8 73 3
√
2 12 2 > f(l, g) = 141 3
√
2
7 ≤ 23 > f(l, g) 13 2 > f(l, g) = 153 3√2
24, . . . , 39 81 3
√
2 14 2 > f(l, g) = 165 3
√
2
8 ≤ 6 > f(l, g)
7 93 3
√
2
Corollary 4.2. If α > 1917 3
√
2 (or, in case g ≥ 10, α > 117 3√2) then |lKX | gives a
birational map for every l ≥ 5. More generally, if g 6= 9, α > 3 3√2
(
20
[
8g2
(2g−3)2
]
− 1
)
or g = 9, α > 118 3
√
2 then |lKX | gives a birational map for every l ≥ 5.
Remark 4.3. This improves [21, Theorem 1.2].
Remark 4.4. By [7] we know that if l ≥ 73 then |lKX | is always birational, inde-
pendently of the volume of X .
Proof. We will follow [21]. By [20, Theorem 3.1], for every 0 < ǫ < 1 there ex-
ists a smooth projective variety X ′, a birational morphism µ : X ′ → X and an
approximate Zariski decomposition µ∗(KX) ∼Q A + E where A = Aǫ is an ample
Q-divisor and E = Eǫ is an effective Q-divisor that satisfy condition (1),(2),(3) of
Takayama’s theorem (cf. [20, Theorem 3.1]).
Without loss of generality we can argue on X ′ instead of X By Remark 2.6
X ′ is at least not 2-countably dense, hence g ≥ 2. Furthermore, since X ′ is not
g-countably dense then by Remark 2.5 there exists a very general subset Λ ⊆ X ′
such that every curve passing through any point of Λ has geometric genus ≥ g.
Now we would like to simply apply [20, Proposition 5.3], but in order to have
better numerical conditions, as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 we will distinguish two
different cases depending on the volume of lc centres.
By [20, Lemma 5.4], there exists a very general subset U ofX ′ such that for every
two distinct points x, y ∈ U we can construct, depending on x, y, an effective divisor
D1 ∼Q a1A, with a1 < 3
3
√
2
α(1−ǫ) , a1 ∈ Q+, such that x, y ∈ Z(J (D1)),(X ′, D1) is lc
not klt at one of the points, say p(x, y) ∈ {x, y}, and either codimZ(J (D1)) > 1 at
p(x, y) or there is one irreducible component of Z(J (D1)), say Vp(x,y), that passes
through p(x, y) and such that codimVp(x,y) = 1. We can suppose U ⊆ Λ.
Fix β ∈ Q+.
Let U ′ := {p(x, y)|codimZ(J (D1)) = 1 at p(x, y) and vol(Vp(x,y)) ≤ β2}. Since
U = U ′ ∪ (U \ U ′), then by Lemma 2.2, 4., we are in one of this two cases:
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(1) U \ U ′ contains a very general subset U ′′ of X ;
(2) U ′ is countably dense.
In the first case we know that ∀x, y ∈ U ′′ either codimZ(J (D1)) > 1 at p(x, y)
or vol(Vp(x,y)) > β
2. Applying the inductive steps of [20, Proposition 5.3], we
can conclude that given two very general points x, y ∈ X ′ there exists (depending
on x, y) an effective Q-divisor D on X ′ and a ∈ Q+ with D ∼Q aA such that
x, y ∈ Z(J (X ′, D)) with dimZ(J (X ′, D)) = 0 around x or y, that is x or y is an
isolated point of Z(J (X ′, D)), and
a <
(
1 +
1
(1 − ǫ)(g − 1)
)(
1 +
2
√
2
(1 − ǫ)β
)(
2 +
3 3
√
2
(1− ǫ)α
)
− 2 + ǫf,
where f =
(
1 + 1(1−ǫ)(g−1)
)(
2 + 2
√
2
(1−ǫ)β
)
> 0.
By [9, 1.41], KX′ ∼Z µ∗(KX)+Exc(µ) ∼Q A+E+Exc(µ), where Exc(µ) is the
exceptional locus and it is an effective divisor by [9, 1.40]. Therefore, replacing
D with D + (l − 1)(E + Exc(µ)) (with l ∈ N+), as in the proof of Lemma 2.17 we
can conclude that by Nadel’s vanishing theorem |lKX′ | separates two very general
points in X ′ as soon as l ≥ [a] + 2.
Hence, in the first case, considering l ≥ 5, we now need only to estimate α
(depending on g, β, ǫ) in order to have [a] ≤ l − 2, that is a < l − 1. To that
purpose, choosing ǫ sufficiently small and
(12) β >
4
√
2g
g(l − 1)− (l + 1) ,
it is enough to ask that
(
1 +
1
g − 1
)(
1 +
2
√
2
β
)(
2 +
3 3
√
2
α
)
< l + 1
(13) ⇔ α > 3
3
√
2g(β + 2
√
2)
β(g(l − 1)− (l + 1))− 4√2g .
If, otherwise, the second case occur then β ≥ 1 since the volume of a surface of
general type is at least 1. Moreover by [19, Lemma 3.2], we are in the following
situation:
X ′′
π
//
f

X ′
B
where X ′′, B are normal projective varieties, f is a dominant morphism with con-
nected fibres, π is a dominant and generically finite morphism and the image under
π of a general fibre of f is Vx where Vx is a surface through x, a general point.
Moreover there exists a divisor Dx such that Vx is a pure log canonical centre of
(X ′, Dx). In addition, setting a := 3
3
√
2
α(1−ǫ) ∈ Q+ we have that Dx ∼Q aA. Moreover
for every p in a countably dense subset of U ′, Vp is the image through π of a fiber
of f .
Again as in [21], we can suppose that there exists a proper closed subset X ′1 ⊂ X ′
such that for all x 6∈ X ′1, Dx is smooth at x.
As in [21] and the proof of Theorem 3.1, we will distinguish two other different
subcases, depending on the birationality of π: in fact, as we have already proved in
Theorem 3.1, either π is birational or for a general x ∈ X ′ \X ′1 there are at least
two log canonical centres through x. In the latter case for every x, y general points
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in X ′ we can produce an effective Q-divisor Dx,y on X ′ and a positive rational
number (depending on x, y) a′′ < ǫ+ 9
3
√
2
α(1−ǫ) such that Dx,y ∼Q a′′A and such that
Dx,y satisfies the induction statement (∗2) of [20, Proposition 5.3].
We can now apply the inductive steps of Takayama (see [20, Proposition 5.3;
in particular Lemmas 5.5, 5.8]) and conclude that for every x, y general points in
X ′ there exists an effective Q-divisor D′x,y on X
′ and a positive rational number
a′′′ such that D′x,y ∼Q a′′′A, x, y ∈ Z(J (X ′, D′x,y)) with dimZ(J (X ′, D′x,y)) = 0
around x or y and
a′′′ <
(
2 +
2
(1 − ǫ)(g − 1)
)(
1 +
9
2
3
√
2
(1 − ǫ)α
)
− 2 + 2ǫh,
where h =
(
1 + 1(1−ǫ)(g−1)
)
> 0.
As before, we conclude that |lK ′X | separates x and y as soon as a′′′ < l − 1. To
that purpose, choosing ǫ sufficiently small, it is enough to ask that
(14)
(
2 +
2
g − 1
)(
1 +
9
2
3
√
2
α
)
< l + 1⇔ α > 9
3
√
2g
g(l − 1)− (l + 1) .
We can now assume that π is birational. Moreover since KX′′ ∼ π∗(K ′X) +
Exc(π), then we can suppose that the general fiber X ′′b is a pure log canonical
centre of D′′b ∼Q aKX′′ . Arguing as in [21] we can suppose X ′′ is smooth and that
the general fiber X ′′b of f is smooth and minimal (and of general type). In addition,
since the fibers of f are all numerically equivalent, we also know that vol(X ′′b ) ≤ β2.
As before to prove that |lKX′ | separates two very general points it is enough to
show that |lKX′′| separates two very general points on X ′′.
Choose x, y general points on the same fiber. Since for all l ≥ 5, |lKX′′
b
| gives a
birational map on X ′′b by a result of Bombieri (cf. [4]), in order to separate x and y
we can simply apply Proposition 2.18 with k = 1, n = l−1, obtaining the following
conditions:
(15) a(4l[β2]− 1) < 1,
(16) a < l − 1,
that are implied by
(17) α > 3
3
√
2(4l[β2]− 1),
(18) α >
3 3
√
2
l − 1 .
(Recall that β ≥ 1 and hence [β2] ≥ 1).
If x, y are on different fibers then, since by a result of Bombieri H0(2KX′′
b
) 6= 0,
we can apply Proposition 2.18 with k = 2 and n = 1, obtaining the following
conditions:
(19) 2a(8[β2]− 1) < 1,
(20) a <
1
2
,
that are implied by
(21) α > 6
3
√
2(8[β2]− 1),
(22) α > 6
3
√
2.
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Under these assumptions H0(2KX′′) separates x and y. Then if l is even also
H0(lKX′′) separates x and y. If l is odd then if moreover
(23) H0(3KX′′) 6= 0
we can conclude in the same way.
To deal with condition (23) we could simply use Theorem 3.1, but since we
do not need h0(3KX′′) ≥ 2 (because for our purposes it is enough to ask that
h0(3KX′′) ≥ 1) then instead of applying Theorem 3.1 in its full extent we can
simply use the results about h0(3KX) stated at the end of the proof of Theorem
3.1.
It is now time to put everything together, that is to find the best possible value
for β such that we have the lowest inferior bound for α.
If β < 1 we need only to consider (12) and (13).
If β ≥ 1 then, since l ≥ 5 and g ≥ 2, (17) ⇒ (14) ⇒ (18) and (17) ⇒ (21) ⇒
(22). Moreover, by (12), (17) ⇒ (23). Thus, if β ≥ 1, we are left to consider only
these conditions: (12), (13), (17).
Set β′ := 4g
√
2
g(l−1)−(l+1) . Since l ≥ 5, β′ > 0. Finally, if β′ ≥ 1 choose β :=√
[β′2] + 1− ǫ′, if β′ < 1 choose β := 1− ǫ′, with 0 < ǫ′ ≪ 1 and such that β ∈ Q.
(12) is obviously verified. Besides, in this way [β2] = [β′2].
Now some simple computations allow us to conclude: for (l, g) not as in Table
2 we have that β′ < 1 and hence that |lKX | gives a birational map for α >
3 3
√
2g(1+2
√
2)
g(l−1)−(l+1)−4√2g . For l = 7, g = 24, . . . , 39 and l = 8, g = 7 it turns out that it is
better to take a larger value for β′, namely β′ = 1. Hence for all (l, g) as in Table
2 we have that (17) ⇒ (13) except for l = 5, g = 9 and l = 6, g = 8.

Remark 4.5. As Todorov pointed out in [21], we cannot expect to have analogous
results about |4KX |. In fact just choose a smooth surface of general type S such
that |4KS| does not give a birational map, for example a smooth minimal surface
S with K2S = 1 and h
0(KS) = 2 (cf. [2, VII, 7.1]), and a smooth curve C of genus
g. Then set X := S×C. vol(X) = 3(2g− 2)vol(S) −−−−−→
g→+∞
+∞, but since the map
φ|4KX | given by |4KX | is, by Kunneth’s formula, essentially constructed with the
two maps φ|4KS | and φ|4KC | followed by a Segre’s embedding, then φ|4KX | is never
birational.
In the wake of Remark 4.5, and when the volume is sufficiently large, we can
characterize threefolds for which |4KX | does not give a birational map. In fact
if a threefold X satisfies the conditions on α as listed in the proof of Theorem
4.1 (imposing, this time, l = 4) but, at the same time, φ|4KX | is not birational,
then X must necessarily be birational to a threefold fibered by surfaces for which
the fourth pluricanonical map is not birational. Such surfaces X ′′b have volume 1
and geometric genus pg = 2 by [4] (see also[2, Proposition VII.7.1 and VII.7.3]).
Therefore we can state the following:
Corollary 4.6. Let X be a smooth projective threefold of general type such that
vol(X) > α3. If α > 6141 3
√
2 then |4KX | does not give a birational map if, and only
if, X is birational to a fibre space X ′′, with f : X ′′ → B, where B is a curve, such
that the general fiber X ′′b is a smooth minimal surface of general type with volume
1 and geometric genus pg = 2. More generally, if X is not g-countably dense and
if g, α are as in Table 3 or, in the other cases, α > 3 3
√
2
(
16
[
32g2
(3g−5)2
]
− 1
)
, then
|4KX | does not give a birational map if, and only if, X is birational to a fibre space
X ′′ as above.
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Table 3.
g α g α
11 > 237 3
√
2 39 > 168 3
√
2
30, . . . , 37 > 189 3
√
2 40 > 156 3
√
2
38 > 182 3
√
2 41 > 146 3
√
2
Proof. The “if” part is trivial (and not depending on g, α). For the “only if”,
simply consider again all the conditions on α as in the proof of Theorem 4.1, but
with l = 4 instead of l ≥ 5; moreover, instead of the usual value for β′, it is better
to take a larger value in some cases: for g = 11 β′ :=
√
5, for g = 30, . . . , 37, β′ := 2.
Note also that the condition (23) is not needed. Now, for g = 2, . . . 37 and g ≥ 42
we have that (17) ⇒ (13), while for g = 38, 39, 40, 41 (13) ⇒ (17). 
Remark 4.7. In [11] and [8] there is an example of a smooth canonical threefold X
with volume = 2 and such that |4KX | does not give a birational map. For this X
the thesis of Corollary 4.6 does not apply: in fact for a generic irreducible curve C0
in any family of curves on X we have KX ·C0 ≥ 2 (see [8, Example 6.3]), but if X
were birationally fibred by surfaces of volume 1 and pg = 2, we would have, on a
general fibre, a family of curves for which KX · C0 ≤ 1.
Analogously, dealing this time with the 3rd pluricanonical map, considering the
characterization of surfaces with a birational 3rd pluricanonical map (cf. [2, Propo-
sition VII.7.1, VII.7.2 and VII.7.3]) and requiring X not to be 3-countably dense,
we can state also the following:
Corollary 4.8. Let X be a smooth, not 3-countably dense, projective threefold of
general type such that vol(X) > α3. If α > 5178 3
√
2 then |3KX | does not give a
birational map if, and only if, X is birational to a fibre space X ′′, with f : X ′′ → B,
where B is a curve, such that the general fibre X ′′b is a smooth minimal surface of
general type and either it has volume 1 and geometric genus pg = 2 or it has volume
2 and pg = 3. More generally, if X is not g-countably dense, with g ≥ 3, and if
g, α are as in Table 4 or, in the other cases, α > 6 3
√
2
(
12
[
8g2
(g−2)2
]
− 1
)
then |3KX |
does not give a birational map if, and only if, X is birational to a fibre space X ′′
as above.
Table 4.
g α g α
11 > 858 3
√
2 35, . . . , 37 > 642 3
√
2
19 > 714 3
√
2 38 > 640 3
√
2
Proof. Consider again the proof of Theorem 4.1, but with l = 3: this time, however,
if x, y are on different fibers then we need to apply Proposition 2.18 with k = 2, n =
2 obtaining a new condition (21), namely α > 6 3
√
2(12[β2]−1), and a new condition
(22), namely α > 3 3
√
2. As before, (23) is no longer needed. Moreover instead of
the usual value for β′, it is better to take a larger value in some cases: for g = 11
β′ :=
√
12, for g = 19 β′ :=
√
10, for g = 35, . . . , 37, β′ := 3. Therefore this time
we have that (21)⇒ (17) and we are left to consider only conditions (12), (13) and
(21). For g 6= 38 we have that (21) ⇒ (13), while for g = 38 (13) ⇒ (21). 
Remark 4.9. There are examples of threefolds X of general type with large volume
and |3KX | birational even if X is covered by curves of genus 2: just consider the
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product C2 × Cg × Cg (where Ca is a smooth curve of genus a) and let g go to
infinity.
Remark 4.10. By Corollaries 4.6 and 4.8 we have that if X is a threefold of general
type, not 3-countably dense and of sufficiently large volume then the birationality
of |3KX | implies the birationality of |4KX |.
We can say something also for the second pluricanonical map, even if in this case
we need to suppose that X is not 4-countably dense. Note that the classification
of surfaces for which the second pluricanonical map is not birational has not been
completed yet. The reader can refer to [3, §2] for a survey on this subject and to [5,
Theorem 0.7, Remark 0.8] for a partial classification (however notice that by our
assumption about countably density the standard case and the symmetric product
case cannot occur).
Corollary 4.11. Let X be a smooth, not 4-countably dense, projective threefold of
general type and such that vol(X) > α3. If α > 24570 3
√
2 then |2KX | does not give a
birational map if, and only if, X is birational to a fibre space X ′′, with f : X ′′ → B,
where B is a curve, such that such that the general fiber X ′′b is a smooth minimal
surface of general type and |2KX′′
b
| does not give a birational map. More generally,
if X is not g-countably dense, with g ≥ 4, and if g, α are as in Table 5 or, in the
other cases, α > 6 3
√
2
(
8
[
32g2
(g−3)2
]
− 1
)
, then |2KX | does not give a birational map
if, and only if, X is birational to a fibre space X ′′ as above.
Table 5.
g α g α
8 > 3930 3
√
2 43, 44 > 1770 3
√
2
12 > 2730 3
√
2 53, 54 > 1722 3
√
2
14 > 2490 3
√
2 69, . . . , 72 > 1674 3
√
2
22 > 2058 3
√
2 73 > 1630 3
√
2
24 > 2010 3
√
2 101, . . . , 110 > 1626 3
√
2
26 > 1962 3
√
2 197, . . . , 241 > 1578 3
√
2
29 > 1914 3
√
2 242 > 1560 3
√
2
32 > 1866 3
√
2 243 > 1532 3
√
2
37 > 1818 3
√
2
Proof. Consider the proof of Theorem 4.1, but with l = 2 instead of l ≤ 5. (23)
is not needed. Moreover instead of the usual value for β′, it is better to take a
larger value in some cases: g = 8 β′ :=
√
82, g = 12 β′ :=
√
57, g = 14 β′ :=
√
52,
g = 22 β′ :=
√
43, g = 24 β′ :=
√
42, g = 26 β′ :=
√
41, g = 29 β′ :=
√
40,
g = 32 β′ :=
√
39, g = 37 β′ :=
√
38, g = 43, 44 β′ :=
√
37, g = 53, 54 β′ := 6,
g = 69, . . . , 72 β′ :=
√
35, g = 101, . . . , 110 β′ :=
√
34, g = 197, . . . , 241 β′ :=
√
33.
This time we have that (21)⇒ (17) and we are left to consider only conditions
(12), (13) and (21). For g 6= 73, 242, 243 we have that (21) ⇒ (13), while for
g = 73, 242, 243 (13) ⇒ (21). 
Remark 4.12. The birationality of the fourth pluricanonical map for threefolds of
general type has been studied by, among the others, Lee, Dong, M.Chen, Zhang.
Actually it is still an open problem when φ|4KX | not birational implies that X is
birational to an X ′′ as in Corollary 4.6 (cf. [8, 6.4]).
As for the birationality of the third pluricanonical map, explicit characterizations
not depending on the volume are not known (cf. [8, Open problems 6.4]).
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5. Higher dimensional results
We know that there exists a positive lower bound on the volume of any variety
of general type of a given dimension (see, for example, [20, Theorem 1.2]). If only
we knew these lower bounds explicitly then the ideas we exploited for threefolds to
find estimates for the non-vanishing of pluricanonical systems or the birationality
of pluricanonical maps could be generalized to varieties of any dimension. Un-
fortunately this is not the case. Anyway, we did explicit calculations in the case
of fourfolds, since in [7] J. Chen and M. Chen computed a lower bound for the
volume for threefolds of general type. However notice that since we do not have
the technique of the fibration at our disposal, these estimates are far from being
optimal.
Theorem 5.1. Let X be a smooth projective variety of general type and of di-
mension d, such that vol(X) > αd. Let Π be a very general subset of X and, for
i = 1, . . . , d − 1, let vi ∈ Q+ such that vol(Z) > vi for every Z ⊂ X subvariety of
dimension i passing through a point x ∈ Π and let µi := ii√vi . Set
M :=
[(
d
α
+ 1
)
· (µd−1 + 1) · (µd−2 + 1) · . . . · (µ1 + 1)
]
.
Then for all n ≥ 1, for all m ≥ nM , h0((m+ 1)KX) ≥ n.
Remark 5.2. By [13, 1.4] or [20, 1.2], we know that there exists ηi such that for
every variety Z of dimension i and of general type, then vol(Z) ≥ ηi. Therefore for
every i = 1, . . . , d− 1, the vi’s exist and are greater than 0.
Proof. As in [21] and as before, to prove the theorem we will essentially produce
lc centres and then, using [13, Theorem 4.1], cut their dimensions until they are
points; then we can apply Nadel’s vanishing theorem to pull back sections from the
points to the variety.
Let X0 be the intersection between Π and X \ B+(KX). X0 is a very general
subset of X , hence countably dense. Note that for every x ∈ X0, every subvariety
through x is of general type, since its volume is strictly positive by hypothesis.
Since vol(KX) > α
d, by [21, 2.2] (cf. also [17, 1.1.31]), for every x ∈ X and every
k ≫ 0 there exists a divisor Ax ∈ |kKX | with multx(Ax) > kα. Let ∆′x := Ax λ
′
x
k ,
with λ′x <
d
α , λ
′
x ∈ Q+, but close enough to dα so that multx(∆′x) > d. Note that
∆′x ∼ λ′xKX . Let sx := lct(X,∆′x, x). By [18, 9.3.2 and 9.3.12], sx < 1 . Moreover,
by [18, 9.3.16], sx ∈ Q+. Therefore, without loss of generality, we can suppose that
(X,∆′x) is lc, not klt in x.
By Lemma 2.16, d., for every x ∈ X0 there exists an effective Q-divisor Dx ∼
λxKX , with λx <
d
α , λx ∈ Q+, such that (X,Dx) is lc, not klt in x and LLC(X,Dx, x) =
{Vx}, where Vx is the unique minimal element of LLC(X,∆′x, x). Moreover we can
also assume that Vx is an exceptional lc centre.
For every 0 ≤ i ≤ d− 1, set
Yi := {x ∈ X0 s.t. dim(Vx) = i}.
Since X0 is countably dense then at least one between the Yi’s is countably dense.
Moreover we can assume that Yd−1 is countably dense - in fact, numerically, this is
the “worst” possible scenario, as it will be clear further on in the proof.
Now we apply [13, Theorem 4.1]: for every x ∈ Yd−1 consider Vx and a resolution
fx : Wx → Vx. As we have already seen, Vx is an exceptional lc centre of (X,Dx).
Since x ∈ X0, Vx, and hence Wx, are of general type and Vx is not contained in the
augmented base locus of KX . Moreover vol(Wx) > vd−1 by hypothesis, since the
volume is a birational invariant. Let Ux be the very general subset of Vx defined
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as in [13, Theorem 4.1]. Set U ′x := Ux ∩ X0. U ′x is still a very general and non-
empty subset of Vx. Moreover vol(µd−1KWx) > (d − 1)d−1. For every y ∈ U ′x let
us consider y′ ∈ f−1x (y) ⊂ Wx. Since y′ is a smooth point, by [17, 1.1.31] and
[18, 9.3.2], there exists Θy′ ∼ µd−1KWx such that (Wx,Θy′) is not klt in y′. As
before, since lct(Wx,Θy′ , y
′) < 1, we can suppose that (Wx,Θy′) is lc, not klt in
y′ and Θy′ ∼ µy′KWx with µy′ ∈ Q+ and µy′ < µd−1. Therefore there exists a
pure lc centre W ′y′ ∈ LLC(Wx,Θy′ , y′). Set V ′y := fx(W ′y′) ∋ y. By [13, Theorem
4.1], for every δ ∈ Q+ there exists a Q-divisor D′y such that V ′y is an exceptional
lc centre and such that D′y ∼ ((λx + 1)(µy′ + 1) − 1 + δ)KX . At the end we
are in the following situation: ∪x∈Yd−1U ′x is countably dense in X and for every
z ∈ ∪x∈Yd−1U ′x there exists a Q-divisor D′z such that LLC(X,D′z, z) = {V ′z} with
V ′z exceptional lc centre, dim(V
′
z ) < d− 1 and D′z ∼Q ((λz +1)(µz +1)− 1+ δ)KX
with λz <
d
α and µz < µd−1.
We can now apply [13, Theorem 4.1] again and again and conclude that there
exists a countably dense set Γ ⊆ X such that for every x ∈ Γ there exists a Q-divisor
Bx such that LLC(X,Bx, x) = {x} and Bx ∼Q γKX with
γ <
(
d
α
+ 1
)
· (µd−1 + 1) · (µd−2 + 1) · . . . · (µ1 + 1)− 1 + δq,
where q is a positive rational number.
Taking δ sufficiently small, we can conclude that γ < M , therefore, by Lemma
2.3 and Lemma 2.17, for all n ≥ 1, for all m ≥ nM , h0((m+ 1)KX) ≥ n. 
Remark 5.3. In the above proof it is clear that
M ≥ [(µd−1 + 1) · (µd−2 + 1) · . . . · (µ1 + 1)]
and that “=” holds as soon as(
d
α
+ 1
)
· (µd−1 + 1) · . . . · (µ1 + 1)− [(µd−1 + 1) · . . . · (µ1 + 1)] < 1
i.e.
d
α
<
1− {(µd−1 + 1) · . . . · (µ1 + 1)}
(µd−1 + 1) · . . . · (µ1 + 1)
i.e.
α >
d(µd−1 + 1) · . . . · (µ1 + 1)
1− {(µd−1 + 1) · . . . · (µ1 + 1)} .
Corollary 5.4. Let X be a smooth, not g-countably dense, projective variety of
general type of dimension d and such that vol(X) > αd. If d = 3, if
α >
9 2g−12g−2
1−
{
3 2g−12g−2
}
then we have that h0 ((1 +m)KX) ≥ n for all n ≥ 1 and all m ≥
[
3 2g−12g−2
]
n. If
d = 4,
α >
12(3 3
√
2660 + 1)2g−12g−2
1−
{
3(3 3
√
2660 + 1)2g−12g−2
}
then h0 (X, (1 +m)KX) ≥ n for all n ≥ 1 and all m ≥
[
3(3 3
√
2660 + 1)2g−12g−2
]
n. In
general: if d = 3, α > 27 then h0(X, (1+m)KX) ≥ n for all n ≥ 1 and all m ≥ 4n;
if d = 4, α ≥ 1709 then h0(X, (1 +m)KX) ≥ n for all n ≥ 1 and all m ≥ 191n.
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Proof. For every X and for every 0 < ǫ≪ 1 we can take v1 = 2g−2−ǫ (by Remark
2.5), v2 = 1 − ǫ (the minimal model of a surface is nonsingular, hence the volume
is an integer) and, by [7], v3 =
1
2660 − ǫ. Therefore µ1 = 12g−2 + o(1), µ2 = 2+ o(1)
and µ3 = 3
3
√
2660 + o(1) (with o(1) > 0, limǫ→0 o(1) = 0).
If X is a threefold we have that (µ2 + 1) · (µ1 + 1) = 3 2g−12g−2 + o(1) therefore, by
5.1 and 5.3, if
α >
9 2g−12g−2
1−
{
3 2g−12g−2
}
then h0 ((1 +m)KX) ≥ n for every n ≥ 1 and every m ≥
[
3 2g−12g−2
]
n. In general,
taking g = 2 by Remark 2.6, we can conclude that if α > 27 then h0(X, (1 +
m)KX) ≥ n for all n ≥ 1 and all m ≥ 4n.
If X is a fourfold we have that (µ3+1) ·(µ2+1) ·(µ1+1) = 3(3 3
√
2660+1)2g−12g−2 +
o(1), therefore we can conclude that if
α >
12(3 3
√
2660 + 1)2g−12g−2
1−
{
3(3 3
√
2660 + 1)2g−12g−2
}
then h0 (X, (1 +m)KX) ≥ n for all n ≥ 1 and all m ≥
[
3(3 3
√
2660 + 1)2g−12g−2
]
n. In
general, taking g = 2, we can conclude that if α ≥ 1709 then h0(X, (1+m)KX) ≥ n
for all n ≥ 1 and all m ≥ 191n.

For the birationality of pluricanonical systems, using - as for the 3-fold case
- Takayama’s result instead of Hacon–McKernan’s, under the same notation and
hypotheses of 5.1, we can state that
Theorem 5.5. Let X be a smooth projective variety of general type and of di-
mension d, such that vol(X) > αd. Let Π be a very general subset of X and, for
i = 1, . . . , d − 1, let vi ∈ Q+ such that vol(Z) > vi for every Z ⊂ X subvariety of
dimension i passing through a point x ∈ Π and let µi := ii√vi . Setting, for every
i = 1, . . . , d− 1, ri := i
√
2µi,
s := 2
d−1∏
i=1
(1 + ri)− 2,
t :=
d
√
2d
d−1∏
i=1
(1 + ri),
we have that if l ≥
[
s+ tα
]
+2 then the linear system |lKX | gives a birational map.
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we can reduce ourselves to the following
situation: for every 0 < ǫ < 1 there exists a smooth projective variety X ′ and a
birational morphism π : X ′ → X and a decomposition µ∗(KX) ∼Q A + E where
A = Aǫ is an ample Q-divisor and E = Eǫ is an effective Q-divisor. As in Theorem
4.1 we will argue on X ′. By [20, Proposition 5.3], we know that given two very
general points x, y ∈ X ′ there exists an effective Q-divisor D on X ′ and a positive
constant a with D ∼Q aA such that x, y ∈ Z(J (X ′, D)) with dimZ(J (X ′, D)) = 0
around x or y, that is x or y is an isolated point of Z(J (X ′, D)). Besides, by
the same proposition, we also know that a < s + t/ d
√
vol(X) ≤ s + t/α where
s, t are non-negative constants defined as follows. Let si, s
′
i, ti (i = 1, . . . , d) be
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non-negative constants determined inductively as (cf. [20, Notation 5.2]): s1 = 0,
t1 =
d
√
2d/(1− ǫ), s′i = si + ǫ,
si+1 =
(
1 +
d−i
√
2
µd−i
1− ǫ
)
s′i + 2
d−i
√
2
µd−i
1− ǫ ,
ti+1 =
(
1 +
d−i
√
2
µd−i
1− ǫ
)
ti.
Finally, set s := sd, t := td.
As in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we can say that, given l ∈ N, |lKX′| separates
two very general points in X ′ as soon as l ≥ [a] + 2.
It can be easily seen that s = s+ o(1) and t = t+ o(1), with o(1) > 0 and such
that limǫ→0 o(1) = 0. Note that s and t do not depend on ǫ.
Since a < s+ t/α then a < s+ t/α+ o(1), therefore, taking ǫ sufficiently small,
[a] ≤ [s+ t/α] and thus we can conclude.

Remark 5.6. In the above proof it is clear that[
s+
t
α
]
≥ [s]
and that “=” holds as soon as
t
α
< 1− {s}
(where {·} is the fractional part), that is
α >
t
1− {s} .
We can now do explicit calculations in the case of fourfolds, using the same
notation and estimates as in 5.4.
Corollary 5.7. Let X be a smooth, not g-countably dense, projective fourfold of
general type such that vol(X) > α4. If
α >
4 4
√
2
(
g
g−1
)
(1 + 2
√
2)(1 + 3 3
√
5320)
1−
{
2
(
g
g−1
)
(1 + 2
√
2)(1 + 3 3
√
5320)
}
we have that the linear system |lKX | gives a birational map for every
l ≥
[
2
(
g
g − 1
)
(1 + 2
√
2)(1 + 3
3
√
5320)
]
.
In general, if α ≥ 2816 then |lKX | gives a birational map for every l ≥ 817.
Proof. For every X and every 0 < ǫ ≪ 1, as in 5.4 we can take r1 = 1g−1 + o(1),
r2 = 2
2
√
2 + o(1), r3 = 3
3
√
5320 + o(1). Therefore
s = 2
(
g
g − 1
)
(1 + 2
√
2)(1 + 3
3
√
5320)− 2 + o(1)
and
t = 4
4
√
2
(
g
g − 1
)
(1 + 2
√
2)(1 + 3
3
√
5320) + o(1).
Hence, by 5.5 and its remark, if
α >
4 4
√
2
(
g
g−1
)
(1 + 2
√
2)(1 + 3 3
√
5320)
1−
{
2
(
g
g−1
)
(1 + 2
√
2)(1 + 3 3
√
5320)
}
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then |lKX | gives a birational map for every
l ≥
[
2
(
g
g − 1
)
(1 + 2
√
2)(1 + 3
3
√
5320)
]
.
In general, taking g = 2, we can conclude that if α ≥ 2816 then |lKX | gives a
birational map for every l ≥ 817. 
Going back over the proof of Theorem 3.1 one realizes that even in the case of
varieties of general type of dimension d strictly greater than 3 we can reach the
dichotomy “non-vanishing of pluricanonical system” VS “fibre space over a curve
with fibres of small volume”. Unfortunately when d > 3 we are not able to get
new information from the fibration. Anyway we can state the following theorem,
whose proof is obtained merging together the proofs of Theorem 3.1 and Theorem
5.1. Note that since i ≤ d − 2 then this theorem can be made explicit also in the
case of fivefolds.
Theorem 5.8. Let X be a smooth projective variety of general type of dimension
d and such that vol(X) > αd. Let Π be a very general subset of X and, for i =
1, . . . , d − 2, let vi ∈ Q+ such that vol(Z) > vi for every Z ⊂ X subvariety of
dimension i passing through a point x ∈ Π. Let µi := ii√vi and R :=
∏d−2
i=1 (µi + 1).
Let l be a positive integer, l > R. Let β1 :=
(d−1)R
l−R , β2 :=
(d−1)(l+R)
l−R . For all
β > β1, setting β˜ := min{β, β2}, if
α >
d(1 + (d− 1)/β˜)R
l − (1 + (d− 1)/β˜)R
then either h0(lKX) ≥ 1 (and for all n ∈ N+, h0(mKX) ≥ n for all m ≥ n(l−1)+1)
or X is birational to a fibre space X ′, with f : X ′ → B, where B is a curve, such
that the volume of the general fibre is ≤ βd−1.
Analogously for the birationality of pluricanonical maps:
Theorem 5.9. Let X be a smooth projective variety of general type of dimension
d and such that vol(X) > αd. Let Π be a very general subset of X and, for i =
1, . . . , d − 2, let vi ∈ Q+ such that vol(Z) > vi for every Z ⊂ X subvariety of
dimension i passing through a point x ∈ Π. Let µi := ii√vi , ri :=
i
√
2µi and
P :=
∏d−2
i=1 (1 + ri). Let l be a positive integer, l > 2P − 1. Let β1 := 2
d−1√2(d−1)P
l+1−2P ,
β2 :=
d−1√2(d−1)(l+1+4P )
2(l+1−2P ) . For all β > β1, setting β˜ := min{β, β2}, if
α >
d d
√
2(1 + d−1
√
2(d− 1)/β˜)P
l + 1− 2(1 + d−1√2(d− 1)/β˜)P
then either |lKX | gives a birational map or X is birational to a fibre space X ′′,
with f : X ′′ → B, where B is a curve, such that the volume of the general fibre is
≤ βd−1.
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